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Chapter 4066 Huh
….
Watching Gong Ao take people away, the White Tiger King took a deep breath, and
then walked quickly towards the back of the stone hall.
At this moment, Yue Feng is here.
Liya and a few demon clan men helped Yue Feng into a stone room.
At this time, Liya asked a few of her subordinates to leave, and then respectfully said to
Yue Feng: “If your Excellency needs anything, just ask me.”
Hmm!
Yue Feng thought for a while, and then said, “Just help me collect a few herbs. I saw a
lot of herbs nearby, so it shouldn’t be difficult to find them.” After speaking, he said the
names of several herbs.
Although he broke his leg, Yue Feng did not panic at all. With his superb medical
knowledge and alchemy skills, as long as he had the necessary herbs, he could recover
quickly.
“Okay!” Leah memorized the herbs and left in a hurry.
Squeak!
As soon as the forefoot left, I heard the door of the stone room being pushed open,
followed by a slender figure, flashing in, with clear eyes flashing a bit cunning and
mischievous.
It was Mengya.
Why is this girl here?
Seeing Mengya, Yue Feng was stunned.
“Hey!”
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At this moment, Mengya walked up to him and looked up and down at Yue Feng: “Are
you really Yue Feng?” There seemed to be some disbelief in the words.

Hearing this, Yue Feng showed a smile: “You have seen your father’s attitude towards
me just now. Do you think that besides me, who else can make him kneel?”
Also.
Meng Ya nodded in understanding, then thought of something, and looked at Yue Feng
excitedly: “I heard from my father that at that time in the sealed land, you got the power
of the bird ancestor of Queen Suzaku, really Is it fake?”
“Of course it’s true.” Yue Feng nodded.
Great.
Mengya suddenly became excited, and her eyes were full of anticipation: “I heard that
the power of Bird Ancestor is very strange. It can be separated from the body and
condense a fire bead. I will get it out for me to see, okay?”
Although Mengya is just an adult , but still retains a childlike nature, curious about
everything. It is also the special existence of the power of bird ancestors.
I go. Hearing this, Yue Feng wanted to cry without tears: “What’s so good about the
power of bird ancestors? I’m about to recover from my injury. Next time, next time
I have a chance, I’ll let you take a good look, okay?”
Yue Feng had a headache, and finally got to a safe place. He thought he could have a
good rest, but he didn’t expect that he would be disturbed by the quirky Mengya.
Seeing Yue Feng’s refusal, Mengya suddenly became unhappy, and said with a pouting
voice: “Stingy, if you don’t let me see, I will always bother you.” The
voice fell, Mengya turned and sat on the stone bench opposite, some He looked at Yue
Feng proudly, with a gesture of never giving up until his goal was achieved.
Ugh.
Seeing this, Yue Feng sighed and said helplessly: “Okay, I’ll show you.” After speaking,
he activated the power of Bird Ancestor to form a fist-sized fire in front of him. Beads
come out.
Although he was hit hard in the blood sacrifice battle before, it was no problem to
unleash the power of Bird Ancestor.
Of course, in the state of Yue Feng, the power of the bird ancestors summoned is no
longer as powerful as before, but the visual effects are still shocking.

Wow…
At this moment, seeing the fire bead floating there, Mengya quickly stood up, her eyes
full of amazement: “Is this the power of the ancestor bird? It’s amazing.” After
speaking, Mengya walked forward and reached out to the fire Grab the beads.
“Don’t…”
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng was taken aback and hurriedly said to stop it. You must
know that although the power of Bird Ancestor’s power is very weak at this time, it still
contains a powerful flame power, and Mengya’s strength is in the entire demon clan. ,
can only be regarded as middle-class, and it is still very dangerous to rashly touch the
flame formed by the power of bird ancestors.
Yet it was too late.
As soon as Yue Feng’s words fell, Mengya had already caught the fire bead, and she
saw a flash of fire, which instantly enveloped Mengya.
“Ah…”
All this happened so fast that Meng Ya couldn’t react at all. She exclaimed at that time
and quickly let go of the fire beads, but even so, the fire still spread all over her body.
Chi Chi…
As the fire spread, I saw the grass skirt on Meng Ya’s body, which was instantly burnt.
In an instant, the graceful curve appeared unobstructed in Yue Feng’s sight.
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!
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng was stunned, his eyes involuntarily focused on Mengya.
I have to say, this Mengya’s figure is really exquisite.
Especially the perfect curve, it’s so charming…
shuh!
At this moment, Mengya’s delicate face suddenly turned red, she was shy, and she
wanted to find a place to hide herself. However, this stone room was very simple,
except for the stone bed where Yue Feng rested, there was no hiding place at all. place.

At that time, Mengya was so anxious, she said anxiously at Yue Feng: “You….you are
not allowed to look, close your eyes!”
When she was talking, Mengya almost cried.
At this time, Mengya regretted it very much. She knew that the flames possessed by the
power of bird ancestors were so powerful, so she didn’t touch it. It’s just too late to say
anything now.
“Okay…”
Seeing that Mengya was about to cry, Yue Feng secretly laughed. After answering, he
recalled the power of Bird Ancestor and closed his eyes.
Speaking of which, Yue Feng didn’t like Mengya, but the other party was still young, so
he didn’t care about her.
At the same time, Yue Feng felt extremely happy.
Haha…
This Mengya, calling you unruly and self-willed, is now at a disadvantage.
Phew…
Seeing Yue Feng obediently closing his eyes, Mengya breathed a sigh of relief, but then
got into trouble again.
My clothes are on fire, how can I get out?
It would be embarrassing to be seen by the patrolling soldiers outside.
At this time, Yue Feng couldn’t help but say: “Miss Mengya, I have closed my eyes,
what else do I need to do?”
Mengya bit her lip tightly, thought about it, and said softly: “I…I You can’t go out like this
now, can you give me your clothes?”
When she said this, Mengya’s face flushed, like a ripe fruit, these words are really hard
to say, but there is no other way. , you can’t stay here forever without going out.
The only way is to put on Yue Feng’s clothes and leave here quickly.
What? Pass my clothes?

Hearing this, Yue Feng was stunned for a moment, this girl is really rude, you are
wearing my clothes, what should I do?
But on second thought, this seems to be the only way at the moment.
After all, this Mengya is still a clean, innocent little girl. If she looks like this and is
discovered by others, her innocence will be ruined.
Thinking of this, Yue Feng closed his eyes and nodded: “Okay, I’ll take it off, as long as
you don’t dislike it.” The clothes were full of blood and tatters.
Seeing Yue Feng’s agreement, Mengya was very happy, and looked at him without
blinking, just wanting him to take it off quickly.
Squeak.
However, at this moment, the stone door was suddenly opened, and then, a graceful
and charming figure walked in slowly.
Delicate face, perfect curves, beautiful beyond measure.
It is the colorful phoenix that I haven’t seen for a long time.
Qicai Lingfeng was once the right-hand man of Queen Suzaku, the most powerful
assistant, and her strength was tyrannical. Later, Queen Suzaku fell to the sealed land
and passed on the power of bird ancestors to Yue Feng. When she learned of the
situation, Qicai Lingfeng did not hesitate. From the beginning to assist Yue Feng, in her
heart, the person chosen by Queen Suzaku must not be wrong.
Therefore, in addition to admiring Yue Feng, Qi Cai Lingfeng also respects Yue Feng
very much.
Just now, Qicai Lingfeng got news from the White Tiger King, saying that Yue Feng
followed Mengya to the clan, and Yue Feng was seriously injured. Come to the stone
room to visit.
This….
is just the moment of entering the stone room, seeing the scene in front of me, the
colorful phoenix trembled, completely stunned.
what’s the situation? Mengya and Yue Feng…
At this moment, Qicai Lingfeng only felt that her brain was buzzing and blank, and she
saw Mengya standing there, blushing and panic, without covering up.

And Yue Feng, who was sitting there, clutching his clothes with both hands, had already
taken off half of it…
I’m going…
At the same time, I was also startled when I saw Yue Feng, “Yue Feng…”
Finally, A few seconds later, Qi Cai Lingfeng reacted, her beautiful face was extremely
red, she looked at Yue Feng shyly and angrily: “What are you and Mengya doing?
You…I didn’t expect you to be this kind of person… .”
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When he said this, the colorful phoenix trembled, and he was almost speechless.
In her heart, Yue Feng is the hero of Kyushu, the existence like a holy king among
people, and the great benefactor of the entire demon clan. When dealing with men and
women, you must have his own principles and be able to restrain himself.
But she never imagined that Yue Feng would be so ‘indiscreet’ and would not let go of a
young girl like Mengya.
At this time, Qi Cai Lingfeng didn’t know, and he misunderstood Yue Feng.
Everything in front of me is just a coincidence.
I go!
Feeling the anger of Qicai Lingfeng, Yue Feng was stunned at the time, and quickly
explained: “Qicai Lingfeng, things are not what you think, in fact I…”
At this moment, Yue Feng was almost dumbfounded, and he never thought of it. ,
someone will come in at this time. And it’s also the colorful Lingfeng. You must know
that the colorful Lingfeng is the great elder of the Vermillion Bird clan, and also has a
very high status in the entire demon clan.
So, be sure to explain clearly.
However, Qicai Lingfeng was preconceived and decided that Yue Feng was lustful, and
did not give him a chance to explain. Before Yue Feng finished speaking, he
interrupted: “You don’t need to explain, I really saw the wrong person before, Her
Majesty the Queen even more. Seeing the wrong person.”
Uh…
Seeing Qi Cai Lingfeng’s affirmative look, Yue Feng couldn’t help but laugh and cry.

At this time, Mengya also reflected, she lowered her head and walked to Qicai Lingfeng,
and said with a red face: “Sister Lingfeng, you really misunderstood, there is nothing
between me and Yue Feng.”
At this time, the dream Asia, is also very helpless and anxious.
I’m really afraid of what’s coming, but no matter what, we have to make things clear.
As soon as she finished speaking, Qi Cai Lingfeng shook her head and said, “Meng Ya,
you are young, you don’t know how sinister people are, and you don’t know how
important chastity is to a girl, you are ignorant and you are cheated by Yue Feng, sister
is not to blame. You.”
When she said this, Qi Cai Lingfeng was very serious, and she couldn’t hide her love
and affection when she looked at Meng Ya.
Speaking of which, when all the demon clan were still trapped in the sealed land, the
Baihu clan and the Suzaku clan were constantly fighting, and the two sides were
regarded as enemies. Later, after Yue Feng took the demon clan to leave the sealed
land, the various tribes began to fight. Let go of each other’s grievances, unite, and
besiege Yutian Palace.
After that, the ancestors of the Great Wilderness appeared and resolved the grievances
between the demon clan and the gods, and then the demon clan searched for a habitat
and began to recuperate.
During this period of recuperation, the Baihu clan, the Suzaku clan, and the Xuanwu
clan gathered together to help each other, and they were happy. The entire demon clan
has entered an unprecedented stage of harmony.
Mengya likes to play with Qicai Lingfeng very much, and in Qicai Lingfeng’s heart, she
also regards Meng Adam as her own sister.
“I…”
Seeing Qi Cai Lingfeng’s persistent affirmation, Meng Ya was dumbfounded, not
knowing how to explain it for a while.
At this time, Qicai Lingfeng stopped talking nonsense, and raised her jade hand, urging
power to form a feather coat on Mengya’s body, and at the same time comforted:
“Mengya, don’t panic, sister will take you out.”
Immediately, Qicai Lingfeng thought of What, turned back to Yue Feng and said coldly:
“Yue Feng, I don’t have to say anything about today’s affairs, but I want to warn you,
stay away from Mengya in the future, and pay less attention to her.” The

last sentence Falling down, Qicai Lingfeng took Mengya away.
I….
watching Qi Cai Lingfeng and Meng Ya walk out of the stone room, Yue Feng sat there
with a bitter face, almost crying without tears.
This Nima! I am too wrong.
It was Mengya who came to look for me, but I had to see the power of Bird Ancestor
before my clothes were burnt. How could I have become a heinous womanizer?
Depressed in his heart, Yue Feng sat cross-legged, closed his eyes and continued to
recuperate.
After a while, Liya sent herbs, and Yue Feng explained the same.
Yue Feng was very happy, so he asked Liya to prepare a jar, and then began to refine
the medicine pill for the broken leg.
“Your Excellency Yue Feng…” Liya stood aside and couldn’t help but ask, “Just these
herbs can cure your broken leg?” As she spoke, Liya’s delicate face was full of curiosity.
Although the White Tiger King did not reveal the identity of Yue Feng in front of the
stone hall before, Liya knew that the person in front of her was undoubtedly Yue Feng.
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In Liya’s cognition, Yue Feng took the entire demon clan out of the sealed land, and
was named the Nine Heavens Profound Sage by God’s Domain, almost omnipotent. At
this time, seeing Yue Feng concocting pills is naturally very novel.
Yue Feng smiled, nodded and said, “Of course you can.” As
he said that, Yue Feng ignited the fire skillfully, then set up the jar and began to refine
the medicine pill.
Every step is methodical and careful.
This…
Seeing this scene, Leia couldn’t help frowning.
Just started alchemy? Is it too casual?

As the daughter of the White Tiger King, Lia had read an ancient book, which recorded
some records of the alchemy priest in the divine realm, and some records about the
refining of medicinal pills. , a special alchemy furnace will be prepared, and the place for
alchemy is very particular, and ordinary soldiers and generals cannot approach it at all.
And the process of alchemy is also very complicated.
But Yue Feng, who was in front of him, started to concoct alchemy with just an ordinary
jar. It was like playing a house, which was completely different from what was recorded
in the book.
Thinking to herself, Liya couldn’t help but softly said: “Your Excellency Yue Feng, isn’t it
too much fun to make alchemy like
this?” , and the utensils for alchemy, but in fact, the most important thing is the state of
mind, it is to achieve the state of mind, there are enough herbs, and you can refine it
anytime, anywhere.”
Hearing this, Lia nodded in understanding. Then he stopped talking, just stood by and
watched silently.
boom!
I don’t know how long it took, when I heard a vibration from the jar.
Lia was taken aback, took two steps back subconsciously, and saw that the jar hadn’t
burst. Obviously, the vibration just now was the movement of the heat flow generated by
the high temperature in the jar.
At this time, Yue Feng opened the jar and took out a yellow medicinal pill from it. In an
instant, the entire stone room was filled with the fragrance of medicinal pills.
Really can.
Seeing the medicine pill in Yue Feng’s hands, Liya’s delicate body trembled, biting her
lips tightly, watching Yue Feng’s incomparable shock and admiration.
Under such circumstances, it is possible to refine the medicinal pills so quickly, this Yue
Feng is indeed a strange person.
Gudong!
Yue Feng took the medicinal pill without any hesitation, and directly threw it into his
mouth and swallowed it.

Afterwards, Yue Feng picked up the remaining herbs, crushed them on the stone bed,
and began to apply them to the broken leg. Although the broken leg is not fatal, it is
more troublesome to treat. When time gets better, ‘internal and external use’ is required.
The medicinal pills that Yue Feng had just refined were for internal use, and at this time,
herbal medicines were used and applied to the position of the broken leg, which was for
external use.
It’s just that Yue Feng’s injury has not healed, and the power of his primordial spirit has
not recovered. At this time, it is very difficult to bend over and apply medicine on his
legs. After a few seconds, a layer of sweat came out on his forehead.
“I’ll help you!”
Seeing this scene, Liya didn’t have time to think, she hurried over, took the herbs in Yue
Feng’s hand, and helped him apply the medicine.
Huh…
Yue Feng didn’t refuse, sitting there, looking at Liya who was close at hand with a
gentle face, he was filled with emotion.
I have to say, this pair of sisters Liya and Mengya is really superb.
The elder sister is gentle and generous, and the younger sister is young and moving.
With emotion, Yue Feng thought of Ren Yingying and Su Qingyan from the Kyushu
Continent.
Trapped in God’s Domain for so long, I don’t know what happened to Yingying and the
others, and Qingyan, whether the family has found her whereabouts.
“Yue Feng!”
Just when Yue Feng sighed inwardly, he heard a shout from the stone room, and then,
he saw Qi Cai Lingfeng walk in with a cold face.
Just after sending Mengya back to rest, Qi Cai Lingfeng became more worried the more
she thought about it, so she came back and warned Yue Feng again.
Shit…
Seeing the colorful Lingfeng leaving and returning, Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing and
crying, why did the colorful Lingfeng come back?
At the same time, Leah was also taken aback.

what happened? Why is this colorful phoenix so angry?
Swish!
But seeing the scene in front of her, the colorful spirit phoenix trembled and completely
froze there. The mood that was originally the atmosphere became extremely
complicated at this time.
This Yue Feng… first with my younger sister…
In a blink of an eye, I became my elder sister?
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In the heart of Qi Cai Lingfeng, although Liya was squatting there at this time, just
applying medicine for Yue Feng, this scene is still too ambiguous.
Especially thinking of the scene where Mengya was here before, Qi Cai Lingfeng did not
dare to think further.
I’m going, this time seems to be completely unclear.
Looking at Qi Cai Lingfeng’s expression, Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing and laughing.
He wanted to speak, but he didn’t know where to start.
“Excuse me!”
Soon, Qi Cai Lingfeng reacted and said indifferently, then turned around and left in a
hurry.
This….
at this time, Liya also recovered and looked at Yue Feng inexplicably: “What’s going
on? Why did Qi Cai Lingfeng leave without saying a word?”
Yue Feng smiled wryly Next: “Who knows, maybe I’m in a bad mood.”
When he said this, Yue Feng was very depressed.
what happened tonight? One after another, he was misunderstood by the colorful
Lingfeng.
Liya didn’t ask any more questions, and continued to help Yue Feng apply the medicine.
Watching Liya leave, Yue Feng exhaled and lay down to rest.

After sleeping for a few hours, when Yue Feng woke up, he felt a little sense of his
broken leg, and his mood suddenly improved a lot.
Seeing that it was still dark outside, Yue Feng sat up cross-legged, preparing to restore
the power of his primordial spirit.
“Your Excellency Yue Feng.”
At this moment, I heard a call from outside, and then I saw the White Tiger King,
surrounded by several monster warriors, walked in quickly.
Seeing the White Tiger King, Yue Feng got off the stone bed and went up to meet him.
“Haha..”
Seeing that Yue Feng’s broken leg has improved a lot, the White Tiger King was very
happy and praised: “Your Excellency Yue Feng is indeed omnipotent. It is really
admirable that the broken leg has been cured so quickly.”
Yue Feng smiled: “I just understand some medical principles, it’s nothing.”
At this time, the White Tiger King thought of something, and waved the few monster
warriors to step back, and then asked seriously: “Your Excellency Yue Feng, before that
Gong Ao In front of you, why are you unwilling to reveal your identity?”
Yue Feng took a deep breath and smiled bitterly: “I was framed by him in Fengmo
Mountain at that time…” Then he explained the situation in detail at that time.
When he said this, Yue Feng was calm on the surface, but his heart was full of anger.
Mad, this Gong Ao is really a villain, just because of Princess Dongling’s affairs, he
does one thing on the surface and one thing secretly, it’s just too despicable.
What?
Knowing the truth, the White Tiger King was furious and scolded: “Ma De, I didn’t expect
that Gong Ao was so despicable, and he even plotted against his own people. Your
Excellency Yue Feng, don’t worry, you are the villain of our demon clan, I will help you
with this grievance. You come out, and I will lead the demon warriors to destroy this
villain.”
After speaking, the White Tiger King was about to leave the Shishi to gather the army.
“Wait a minute!”
Yue Feng stopped him just before he took two steps.

At this moment, Yue Feng took a deep breath and said slowly, “King Baihu, calm down,
this is a personal grievance between Gong Ao and I, and I don’t want to involve your
demon clan.
” Come out, if you kill Gong Ao, the Nine Heavens God will definitely not let you go, so,
let me handle this matter myself.” The
voice was not loud, but there was no doubt about it.
Seeing Yue Feng’s serious face, the White Tiger King nodded: “Okay.”
Yue Feng thought about it and asked, “By the way, Gong Ao came to your clan’s land to
discuss something with you? Is it an invitation? Do you guys deal with Demon
Venerable together?”
“Yes!” The
White Tiger King didn’t hide it, he nodded and said, “He asked me to lead the army to
go out to help the God’s Domain and attack the Demon Venerable’s army of hundreds
of thousands on both sides.” As
he spoke, the corner of the White Tiger King’s mouth twitched . Aroused, showing a
teasing smile: “Of course, I didn’t agree to him easily, but let him bring those gods and
soldiers to camp in the woods outside the clan.”
Well!
Hearing this, Yue Feng nodded and looked at the White Tiger King with a full of
approval.
The White Tiger King in front of him is much calmer and no longer as conceited as
before, which is a good thing.
“Your Excellency Yue Feng!” The White Tiger King looked at Yue Feng closely, and
asked for instructions: “How should our demon clan deal with it, please also ask Your
Excellency Yue Feng to give some advice.”

